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Monte Carlo simulation, empirical theories, and close comparison to experiment were used to
parameterize the secondary electron emission (SEE) yields of several highly emissive materials for
microchannel plates. In addition, a detailed experiment and analysis of gold were carried out at Argonne
National Laboratory. The simulation results will be used in the selection of emissive and resistive
materials for deposition and characterization experiments that will be conducted by a large-area fast
detector project at Argonne.
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

2. Secondary electron emission yields

Theoretical models of secondary electron emission (SEE) yields
for highly emissive materials are important for the development of
particle detectors for high-energy physics, such as Cherenkov,
neutrino, and astroparticle detectors, as well as for the development of scanning electron microscopy [1–15].
In this work, a parameterized set of the SEE-yield dependencies
on two variables, the primary electron energy (EPE) and the angle of
incident electrons (y), was obtained by Monte Carlo simulation and
the simulation results are compared to the experimental data for
several highly emissive materials of interest for the development of
large-area microchannel plates (MCPs) fast detectors.1
The calculations were veriﬁed with experimental data for gold
as a reference material, speciﬁcally measured for the large-area fast
detector project. The calculated yields will be used mainly as input
ﬁles for macroscopic gain and transient time calculation codes for
computing electron trajectories inside MCPs of various types, such
as chevron and funnel. Feedback from the gain code will then be
used to improve the materials data and will stimulate further
search for the best MCP emissive materials.

Several semi-empirical theories have been developed regarding
secondary electron emission yield [7–13]. These theories are
helpful in calibrating the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, which
are the main tool for obtaining the SEE yields for various materials
at different energies and incident angles of primary electrons.
Speciﬁcally, if no reliable theoretical or experimental data exists for
the parameters of secondary emission yields, such data can be
obtained from the MC simulations and then can be used to quantify
the SEE yields for new materials using the empirical laws. An
extensive analysis has been done by Lin and Joy [8], who obtained a
universal law for 44 elements with Z ¼3 83.
Several researchers have developed Monte Carlo codes based on
the above theory that are applicable to low-energy SEE-yield
calculations [3,4,7–9]. The Rutherford cross-section for elastic
electron scattering of low-E electrons and high-Z materials was
replaced by Mott’s cross-section, which was tabulated for the
electron energies in the range of 1–100 keV [3]. The inelastic energy
loss of electrons is usually approximated by Bethe’s equation,
which was improved by Seiler [12] for low-energy electrons. Two
important simulation parameters are used in the Monte Carlo
model. One is e, the average energy for producing secondary
electron, and the other is the escape length l. These two parameters
have a signiﬁcant impact on the simulation results.
We used e ¼20 eV for Al2O3 [10]. The escape length l of insulators
can be relatively large compared to that of metal surfaces, a direct
effect of the small absorption coefﬁcient of low-energy electrons in
insulators because of the large energy band gap (e.g., Eg ¼8 eV in
Al2O3). Kanaya et al. [11] proposed a theoretical model for calculating
the escape length for a range of insulators and alkaline materials.
Based on this analysis, the escape length can be chosen as l ¼ 60 Å for
Al2O3. This value was also suggested by Joy [10].
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Table 1
Material parameters.
Material

e (eV)

l (Å)

Al2O3
MgO
ZnO
Gold

20 [9]
20 [11]
125 [11]
40 [8]

60 [10]
120 [11]
20–40 [this work]
7 [8]

The simulation results for electron energies above  200 eV
were obtained using Monte Carlo codes developed in [3,4,7–9].
A detailed explanation of the algorithm used in these codes can be
found in [3,7].
The Rutherford cross-section is used to calculate the mean free
path of the electron and the directions of the scattered electron.
The inelastic energy loss is calculated according the Bethe stopping
power equation modiﬁed at low energies. The number of the
secondary electrons is calculated in a simple Salow–Dekker
approximation and their probability to escape to the surface is
chosen to be an exponential function of the distance to the
surface.[7]. For electrons with energies below  200 eV, the
inelastic energy loss was modiﬁed according to the algorithm
proposed by Joy [9]. For electron energies below 50 eV, we used the
‘‘universal law of SEE yield’’ given in [8].
The escape length of ZnO was used as an adjustable parameter.
The following material parameters were used: l was varied
between 40 Å for low-energy and 20 Å for high-energy regions,
according to a suggestion by Joy [9], and e was set to 125 eV [11].
These parameters are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Comparison of our results calculated by Monte Carlo method for Al2O3 with
experimental data obtained in [16] for polished (squares and dashed line), unpolished
(triangles and dotted line), and sintered surface (circles and dash-dotted) curves and
symbols. Our simulation is shown as stars symbols and ﬁtted by solid curve.

3. Comparison with experiment
Since the charging of highly resistive ceramics makes it difﬁcult
to obtain correct SEE-yield results, it is important to compare
simulations with the experimental data obtained with a pulsed
technique by Dowson [16]. Fig. 1 shows our comparison of the
emission rates obtained by simulation with the experimental
measurements for various thin ﬁlm structures of Al2O3. Our result
shows close agreement between experiment [16] and our
simulations.
Monte Carlo simulations were also conducted for the SEE yields
of ZnO samples, and the results of our simulations were compared
with the experimental results of Gornyi [17]. Also this material is
not highly emissive, it was used for increasing conductivity of the
mixture Al2O3 and ZnO. The agreement between the simulated and
measured data is close at the maximum of SEE yield but less
comparable at the low-energy end.
Our Monte Carlo results were also compared with MgO data
measured in [18–20]. We have obtained good comparison with the
result measured by Dekker [20].
A detailed study of SEE was carried out for gold, since this
material was chosen as a reference for our secondary electron
emission experiments.
Our experimental setup used the electron gun from a lowenergy electron diffraction system as an electron source of ﬁxed
energy, 850 eV, for this experiment. The kinetic energy of the
electrons was varied by applying a negative potential to the sample
using a Keithley Source Meter, which also sampled the electrical
current ﬂow. The initial beam current, Ibeam, was sampled by
applying a positive 1100 V bias to the sample, preventing all
secondary electrons from escaping. We then varied the sample
voltage from  850 to 0 V in 1 V increments, measuring the current
ﬂow at every point. The gain, g, was then calculated using the

Fig. 2. Secondary electron yield for gold foil measured in this work after 30 min
Ar-ion sputter cleaning (solid circles) and in experiment [21] (crosses) compared
with our calculations (solid squares).

following equation:

g¼

Isample
Icollector
¼ 1
Ibeam
Ibeam

ð1Þ

where instead of using an external collector to collect the secondary electrons, we simply measure the current ﬂowing from the
voltage source used to bias the sample, Isample.
This system is included in an ultra-high vacuum chamber
(4  10  10 Torr) along with a 5 keV Ar-ion source for sputter cleaning
and an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer that uses a Mg K-alpha X-ray
source (1253 eV) and a hemispherical electron energy analyzer (HA100
from VSW Scientiﬁc Instruments). The X-ray beam is neither collimated
nor passed through a monochromator. However, the X-ray emission is
narrow enough to obtain compositional information as well as some
chemical information from samples. This system also includes a helium
UV source for use in ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, which will
be used in the future to better relate band structure with surface
composition and how they tie into the secondary electron emission of a
broad range of materials.
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Our analysis of gold showed a strong correlation between
surface composition/cleanliness and secondary electron emission.
The gold foil sample used in this study had been stored on a shelf
and had an unknown history. Sample composition and secondary
electron yield as a function of incident electron energy were
measured before and after 5 keV Ar + sputter cleaning. Before
Ar-ion cleaning, we observed a strong carbon and oxygen contamination, most likely from surface contamination accumulated
during the storage of the sample.
It is suspected that the surface contamination provides an extra
barrier for secondaries escaping the surface. This layer may also provide
some secondary electrons as the primary electrons pass through.
After Ar-ion cleaning, we see the near-elimination of carbon and
oxygen contamination. There also appears to be an increase in Si
from an unknown source. It is possible that this Si is an impurity in
the gold foil. We also see an increase in secondary electron yield
(Fig. 2). This shows that even a small amount of contamination on
the surface greatly affects the secondary yield of a sample.
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